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Articles, book reviews and news items are invited forpublication in the 1998 issue ofthe SOAG
Bulletin. Preferences will be given to items relevant to South Oxfordshire, although others may be
considered. Contributions (to be double-spaced) should preferably be submitted in disketted form
using a DOS - or Windows-based package or, alternatively, in typed format or, as a very
minimum be CLEARLY handwritten, to be sent to the editor at the earliest opportunity.
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In Memoriam
ADAM GRAHAM-KERR

(1910-1998)

Janet Sharpe
Born at Glasgow University, where his Father was Professor ofZoology, Adam was
educated at Oundle School, and when World War II broke out, joining the Gunners, and
later the Royal Marines, where he saw service in Burma and Egypt. He had a lasting
interest in the sea and boats and first met Cynthia when they both attended a course on
'The Sea' at Ashridge College ofFurther Education College, Herts. They were married in
June 1949, travelling to their reception by launch down the Thames to Taggs' Island
Hotel, then up to Adam's native Scotland for their honeymoon.
Adam was a man of many interests besides archaeology, and had a varied career that
included courier work with Thomas Cook and library work for different companies.
Right up to his death he kept up his interest in societies such as the Linnean, the
Geological and the Royal Archaeological Institute. He was a well-known traveller from
Pangbourne to his London clubs, staying at the Little Ship or the Naval Club, and people
often saw him trekking home up Whitchurch Hill with his rucksack and French beret.
Another deep interest was radio and he belonged to and held a licence in the Radio
Society of Great Britain.
We will always remember him for his work with SOAG which he and Cynthia founded
together in 1969. They both trained with Trevor Rowley at Oxford, where they attended
many courses over the years. Adam also travelled with the Royal Archaeological
Institute and the Post Medieval Society (to which he belonged), visiting places in France,
the Scillies, Scotland and the Isle ofMan and many places in England. He and Cynthia
visited Jordan and Israel in 1989 to look at the archaeology there.

Cynthia and Adam worked together very much as a team and dug together with Professor
Mai-tin Biddle at St Albans and Repton, and many other sites. He was also a strong
supporter ofthe Anglican Church, and served as Sacristan at St John's, Whitchurch Hill,
for many years and as a member ofthe Synod and various committees.
He will be missed.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 1997-98
This year SOAG has moved several rungs up the ladder - our membership has gone up to
140, and we were asked to run the Council oflndependent Archaeology's "Oxfordshire
Past" Conference in Goring on April 18, 1998. Also, we have at last found something
concrete (Roman!) at our dig.

The Dig
March 28 was our very first day back at the Dig when, having cleared up the winter
debris, we suddenly noticed a line of flints, just visible on the surface. We quickly
cleaned it and found a perfect line of flints going right across the trench, backed with two
rows of clunch with a flint skin beyond.
A wall, at last. after 3 years ofsearching! From then until March 1998 we worked on 45
Sundays and had 46 different people digging - (but not all at once) - our maximum is
usually 10 - 12 (whichjust about fills the trench!). However, it would help ifsome of
these diggers could come on a more regular basis. We work from 10.30 am onwards on
Sundays, wet or dry (if it is too wet we can retreat into one of the greenhouses). We also
held a pot-washing session, and two or three tile-processing days, noting those with
animal footmarks on them.
We have a splendid small band of regulars, without whom we would have had little
success this past year. I would like to thank them all for the interest they take and time
they give to the dig and for the generosity of members who so willingly supply a variety
of items needed to run the dig - anything from a solution for consolidating ceramics, to
nails, labels, finds-bags, stationery, sheet plastic, bin-bags, a slate to put the trench
details on for photography, films, handbrushes (old or new, always needed!) and the loan
of a theodolite and staffwhich we can borrow when required.

Without all this freely given help the dig would cost us a great deal to run, although we
still have the costs of publication to find.
By the end ofthis year we had found more walls, an assortment ofhearths, painted
plaster, some interesting pottely, such as part of a colour-coated vessel, and the bones of
two cows (one much younger than the other and all disarticulated) in an untidy heap with
mortar, flints and chalk.

Hazel Williams is our official draughtsperson for the dig, with occasional help from one
or two others who also know the technique. She has made an excellentjob ofthis, and
together with John Gibbs, who has taken on the context recording, they have co-ordinated
the dig records. We are veiy grateflul to them both and also to the landowner, Robin
Cloke who has shown great interest and helped with the loan oftools, and plastic sheets.
He and Jane Sharpe can both douse, and this has provided useful guidelines for further
excavating next Spring.

The Eton Boating Lake
This is an enormous project: the site is 2 miles long and is being run by the OAU with
Tim Allen as Director. He invited some ofus to dig, and we much enjoyed this
experience for 5 days until the dig closed. We worked in different areas each time,
which necessitated either a long walk through the mud or quite a long drive. We worked
with flints, ditches, and postholes, and I collected some shells for Janet Sharpe who
wrote an environmental analysis for Tim's report, which he said was a veiy welcome
addition. (See SOAG Bulletin 1997, p 33).

Conferences
On 12 April 1997, 7 members attended Oxfordshire Past (run by CIA) held in Abingdon,
followed closely by the CBA on 26 April where 6 ofus travelled to Bedford for the
Council ofBritish Archaeology (South Midlands) Annual Conference.
Four members were lucky enough to get to the National Conference at Gloucester on July
5 and 6 to celebrate the 1900th anniversary ofthe foundation ofGievum Colonia, with
time to see the remains ofRoman Glevum. We spent a delightful day at Chastleton on
September 20 at the National Trust's Monitoring Groups' AGM, with 8 SOAGs attending.
Finally 4 ofus attended the CBA (South Midlands) Conference on 25 October at Thame.
(All these conferences were reported in full in the SOAG Bulletin i 997).

Field Work
In Januaiy 1998 we had 2 short fieldwalks round the Woodcote area which were enjoyed
by ourjunior members who were surprised to learn how much there is to see in fields and
hedges! We found the remains ofa building which may have been the forge for the
nearby farm as there was a great deal of slag amongst the tiles and Victorian debris.

We held a National Trust Monitoring walk around Grey's Courtjust after our AGM in
March 1998 looking at various sites. Pat Preece has now taken on responsibility for the
monitoring ofGrey's Court. We also walked Basildon Park in May, but it should be done
more frequently. It needs some more volunteers to keep up the monitoring.

5

The Party
This was again held at ILAM in the midst of digs and conferences on i 8 July 1997.
Thirty six members and 5 visitors attended and we had the run ofthe grounds on a lovely
summer's evening. Trevor Coombes ran the Competition, which was won by Manan
Fallowfield and Paul and Kathy Brewer ran the Raffle which made £17.

Publications
We are very grateful to Elizabeth Lawrance for the splendidjob she made ofthe SOAG
Bulletin last year. She keyed in all the text and with the help of proof-readers we
managed to produce it in good time for the AGM. Please keep writing articles for the
Bulletin - as soon as one issue is published we need to start collecting copy for the next.
Help would also be appreciated for the SOAG Programme. We need 2-3 volunteers to
prepare and produce this. Volunteers to Cyn, please!

Another hardworking member we must thank is Diana Nicholls who not only keys in The
Messenger, but photocopies it and delivers some herself.

Meetings
As varied as ever, these ranged from Tim Allen's breath-taking gallop round the site at
Eton, in April to Janet Sharpe's blood-thirsty Aztecs in January. In between, Elizabeth
Leggett talked to us about Wormsley, we had our fieldwalk round Mapledurham with
Manan Fallowfield in June, and the Party at ILAM on July 1 8th. Our Autumn talk in
September was by Sue Reid on the Thames in the nineteenth centuiy, and Peter Gooch
gave a fascinating talk on November 12 on Worms, not forgetting the interesting tour of
Oxford digs by Brian Durham in October. We fmished the year with Roy Brigden on
eighteenth century farms and aller Janet, as mentioned, in January, we had a riveting talk
on Members' Evening in February by Denis Warren, about an embroidered panel - was it
a calendar? As a contrast Pat Preece explained how our local bodgers made tent-pegs for
the services during the Second World War. Our AGM in March was well attended but
Dr David Sim had problems with the projector in his talk on Roman Ironmaking.
However, he hopes to meet us again.

The Committee
The Committee meets monthly, usually a week before the meetings, and we like to have
some new blood each year, to interchange ideas and keep SOAG interesting.
May I thank them all for their dedication, especially those who have longjourneys after a
day's work. Together we will, I hope, keep SOAG going well into the Millennium.

Cynthia Graham-Kerr

A VISIT TO CIIERBIIRY CAMP, CHARNEY MANOR,
CIIARNEY BASSETT CHURCH AN]) CLEURNEY MANOR MILL

Margaret Westwood
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On Saturday July i 1998, three car-loads ofSOAGs wound through the lanes near Pusey
House and its farms, guided by the estate manager, to Cherbury Camp. This has three
concentric banks and ditches, with a stream and swampy ground partly encircling it from
the west to the south-east; access is from a narrow area of high ground on the north-east
side. (I had viewed it on a previous occasion, having walked the mile or so from Chamey
Bassett village; the banks looked high impressive and totally inaccessible.)
This time we walked from our car through the entrance to a flat, grassy encircled central
area: a nearby polo ball suggested its current use. In his Berkshire volume revised 1975
Pevsner says: The east entrance had a metalled surface in which cart ruts had been worn
and gave way in the interior ofthe fort to a finely cobbled street.' Finds suggested the
bank to be i st century AD. We walked all round in the sunshine, the banks, sloping and
grassy, rose to i 5 feet high along one stretch with some rather rare wild flowers here and
there.
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After eating our packed lunches and meanwhile joined by another car-load of SOAGs, we
drove to Charney Bassett village, and into Chamey Manor, where we were welcomed
with coffee; then hown round this interesting stone building. It is now a small Quaker
conference and Retreat Centre, often hired out to non-commercial groups. It was
formerly a monastic grange house, administered by Abingdon Abbey. Only a small group
was in residence that weekend. Charney Manor was a hall-house, and we looked at the
stone undercroft dining room, and the thirteenth century solar room above it and small
adjoining chapel and high roofwith tie beams and crown posts. The annual garden fete
to which we were also invited was in full swing in the grounds, but after we watched a
round country dance in rural 18th century costume, the heavens opened and we fled for
cover.
The nearby small St Peter's Church was open to visitors. A lace-maker demonstrated her
skills, and we were able to examine the Norman beaked carving round the outer door, the
simple stonework ofthe original church, and an enigmatic carved tympanum set over an
inside chance! arch. This tympanum has been considered to be early 12th century; the
carving with its dragon-like griffins, reminiscent ofearly Norman (1120-1140), as in the
capitals in Reading Abbey in a pre-Conquest style, with Saxon-type acanthus border, is
also reminiscent ofNorse carving. A booklet in the church tells its history and explains
why the building and contents are simple and restrained. It also tells how the present
River Ock, which flows nearby, was known as the Cearn, Chum, and then Cham; the
Anglo-Saxon 'ey' for 'island' was added, giving 'Charney'. 'Bassett' was added to the name
ofthe village: it may derive from the family name (corrupted) ofa 14th century John
Basses, a large property owner there. The island of Chamey lay on a bed of gravelly
rock, surrounded by marshland. Records show how many barrels of salmon and bushels
of gram had to be sent to the Benedictine Abbey of Abingdon, itself originally a Saxon
abbey.

Christianity had come early to this area: King Cynegils ofWessex was baptised at
Dorchester on Thames by St Binnus about 635 AD:and early Christian burials have been
found at Long Wittenham and at Garford. A Saxon church, possibly ofwood or wood
and stone, as at Somerford Keynes, may have been built very early at Chamey, and then
incorporated into the present church. The guide book also refers to an 'ancient legend'
that King Canute had a palace at Cherbury. Does this explain Pevsner's cobbled camp
interior?
With our imagination stirred, we walked across the road to the water-mill on the River
Ock - or Cearn, Cyrn, named by King Ethelred in a land grant, or Churn, or Cham. The
mill was opened specially for the village fete day, and it gave us shelter from the heavy
rain. The existing building is mostly 19th century; a dedicated team ofvolunteers has
conserved it so far, and are now starting a restoration programme. They have not yet
produced a guidebook with bibliography, but we were taken round in groups to see the
various parts with its history explained. Most of the present exterior is Victorian brick,
but older timbers remain; the wheel is being repaired first.
Charney Bassett made a wonderful day's outing, as many SOAGs found out, in spite of
the rain.
9

MIFFLELD PLACE
On 19 August 1998, 28 SOAGs and 3 visitors met at 7.30 pm at Lord Nuffield's old
house, Nuffield Place, by arrangement with the Warden Tony Morris. He collected our
£2's and let us loose to see the whole house and gardens at our leisure. In a few minutes,
everyone had all disappeared: the house and gardens had swallowed them up. The sun
was setting at the end ofthe Vista, so the whole area was lit with a rosy light, the pinky
clouds contrasting with the surrounding dark woods.
Lady Nuffield would have seen many similar sunsets from her bedroom which looked
directly down the Vista. The house proved to be more interesting than we thought a
1930's house would be, as it was full ofmemorabilia and personal possessions of the
Nuffields, from kitchen and bathroom fittings to the tool cupboard in Lord Nuffield's
bedroom - there so that he could leap out ofbed to note down, or make something for one
of his many inventions.

His Coronation robes, and military uniforms were on view, as well as small items and
collections everywhere. The table was laid for 8 for dinner and a Visitor's Book lay open
on a side table, so Cyn signed it for SOAG. We also saw his exercise-horse, iron lung,
numerous photos from Royalty, and historic documents everywhere.

The gardens were terraced, with some beautifully trimmed yew hedges and an interesting
pond, and the weatherjust right for us to enjoy it all.
Cynthia Graham-Ken

'f1IE NATIONAL TRUST ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONiTORING
GROUP AGM
.

On July 19 1998 16 SOAGs attended the AGM ofthe National Trust Archaeological
Monitoring Group at Coleshill, Oxon.
We met at the Coleshill Estate office at 10 am, and were regaled with coffee and biscuits.
We then all squeezed into a small room and had a quick AGM conducted by Alistair,
who took Matt Matthews' place as Matt hadjust lost his wife ... We expressed our
sympathy; she took a very lively part in the National Trust. We missed Matt's company.
Garry Marshall has been appointed as official Archaeologist and told us they have a new
Resistivity Machine. Next weekend would be for Young Archaeologists, and there is
now a Sites and Monuments office at Cirencester.

The meeting then closed, and we met Keith Blaxhall, the Estate Manager, who showed us
round the farm and where a plan had been made of flowerbeds etc, in the grounds, of the
burnt-down house.

lo

We were then rounded up - people wandered offi - and had an excellent picnic lunch, on
chairs, in the sunny farmyard. After this we looked at the Granary - full of old
implements, and bits ofthe house rescued from the fire. Driving a short distance, we
were taken along a twisty track through the woods to see the secret HQ ofthe Auxiliary
Force in World War II, where they trained and lived in tough conditions. Another drive
brought us to Badbury Fort, now full oftrees, where we walked the perimeter and were
able to see the Faringdon Folly, a tower, and other landmarks.
A longer drive brought us to Alfred's Castle, where we saw Ashbury House a few fields
away, and went up to the Camp where the OAU are runnìng a training dig. We were
taken round by the Director, Gary Locke, and shown trenches across the ramparts, and,
very interesting to SOAG, a Roman building in the centre, not unlike our own, and we
were shown some ofthe finds, then walked back, and so home after thanking our hosts
for a wonderful day.

Cynthia Graham-Kerr

OXFORDSHLRE PAST 1998
This year we had the honour to be asked to run the 4th Annual Conference of Local
Archaeological and historical Societies - Oxfordshire Past 1998.
This meant a lot of work behind scenes (starting in November for April) not only for
SOAG but also Paul Smith, the County Archaeologist who took the whole burden of
printing and postal work offour backs (to my huge reliefi) and who was full of helpful
advice and encouragement. He also collected most ofthe speakers.
We designed the leaflet, booked the Hall, arranged the refreshments, displays (including
our own) and received all the applications. It was held at Goring on April 18th.

About 100 people turned up, including 32 SOAGS. Margaret Westwood was in charge of
refreshments, Sydney Wybrow the Projectors, Denis Warren on the door, Bill Jackson the
lighting and Cyn took the Chair.
At 10 am she introduced Paul Smith who reviewed the County's Archaeology, then
SOAG Pat Preece spoke on Applehanger Manor. After coffee Colin Clarke from
Wallingford showed their Roman cemetery, then Cyn spoke on our own Dig and an
interesting talk on Environmental Archaeology was given by Jill Campbell. After lunch
Eberhard Sauer spoke on Aichester, and Edward Shawyer on Banbury and finally we
heard ofthe recent work in Oxon, by Paul Jeffrey.
We finished about 4.30 pm and had tea and time for socialising. We charged £3 per head
and we were allowed to keep our takings, this made a useful boost to our funds, so all the
hard work and worries about numbers were worthwhile.

il

Cynthia Graham-Kerr

BERKSHIRE FIELD RESEARCH GROUP'S 40TH BIRTHDAY
On Saturday 14 November 50 guests attended the 40th birthday celebrations of the BFRG
at Reading University.
A splendid dinner was served in the Orange Room at about 7.00 pm and just over an hour
later we rearranged the chairs in order to hear a talk. Dr John Wymer, a founder member
and former Archaeologist at Reading Museum, gave an excellent resume ofevents that
took place in the early days of the Group. A senes of slides reminded some how young
they looked then!

Following John's contribution, Steve Ford, now ofThames Valley Archaeological
Services and also a SOAG, brought us a little more up to date with more slides showing
work done on the Berkshire Downs in the 1980's.

Janet Firth, the enthusiastic organiser and present powerhouse behind the Group, led us in
a toast to the 40 years gone and the years yet to come.
May the BERG continue and thrivç. It is a true success and shows what can be
accomplished by enthusiastic amateurs (and professionals) in local archaeology.
John Laker

GATEHAMPTON FARM

Interim Report 1998
Cynthia Graham-Kerr
This has been our most exciting year to date with walls and hearths popping up in all
directions, and the whole site so much more interesting - and complex.
Work started in February, processing the tiles from the site and thisjob took several days.
We thought we must finish our work by the Autumn as the land was needed. We made
plans for the year for Trench Ill and speeded things up. Tons ofrubble offlint and chalk
lumps were removed from squares 30 - 34 and the collection ofcow bones, embedded in
mortar, was lifted for examination by a specialist. They consisted ofbones from 2 cows,
one younger. A list ofmarked tiles was kept separately and the tiles preserved and
numbered.
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Having cleared the rubble a large hearthstone was discovered, intact but fire-cracked,
which we treated and lifted later on. There was a large burnt area to the east ofthis slab
as though the fire had blown across the area - perhaps with the prevailing south-west
wind?

Upon lifting the concrete floor in 30/36 A/B three stake holes, going through the next
layer of crushed tile, were found. Was the crushed tile laid for tesserae? None were
found but we noted flecks of charcoal everywhere as if a fire had swept through the
building at one point.

Upon trowelling round the hearthstone, it was found that it was sitting halfon a clunch
wall, abutting the original flint wall, and is in excellent condition. The flint wall would
appear to be an outside one, as there is a deep boundary ditch (previously excavated by
us), aboút 2 - 3 metres to the east of it, and an area of gravel up to the wall on the ditch
side. The north side of the clunch wall has also had a hearth up to it, and later it was
found that this hearth was of a large squarish shape.
There were several pieces of stone which may be broken quernstone nearby, in 32Z and a
complete iron ladle was found, laid mysteriously beneath an enormous flint in 33Y. This
ladle was identified by our metal specialist Ian Scott as Roman and is said to be better
than the one in the Ashmolean! A special wooden box ofpitch-pine has been made for it
sand presented to us by our Chairman Dan Miles. A piece of Samian ware was found in
square 32Z and a halfbase ofa pot.
13

What could have passed for a wall across 32Y and 32Z is another mystery as it consists
of slabs of concrete - the top one had a few tiles mortared on to it (?a doorway), the
others are at varying heights, separated by a layer of clunch; even Peter Salway, who very
kindly visits us now and then, had not seen this arrangement before. Another enigma.
The other clunch wall crosses the trench in sqs 38Y and 39Z and here a large piece of
black pot situated in a crevice will help date it, perhaps. Three Roman coins were found
near the section in 39Z by the wall. (These may also help date it). There were more
hearths nearby. Finds included a piece of New Forest ware, another coin, a piece of fine
glass, and in 30Z, another piece, the base ofa bottle ofblue glass, in very good condition.
We noticed that the chalk floor which covers most ofthis end and some of the
hearthstone area, curved up the side ofthe wall in 38Y and 39Z and there was quite a
scatter ofpainted plaster around, in various colours, suggesting a decorated wall. Upon
extending the trench to 42 metres we found that under the crushed chalk floor was a mass
oftesserae made from old tiles (some with hypocaust lines on them). These are piled up
as though either being tipped there or moved by a later disturbance. These are spread
over 3 sq m and may go further.
To hasten the work wedug the notthern squares between the walls from 32Z -39Z to
a) establish the floors ofthe building and b) to see how far down 'natural' lies. This
immediately produced another burnt area in 38Z. Upon slight trowelling a curious shape
appeared made of tile and cement and rather funnel shaped. Fortunately, Mr Cloke has
given us a time extension, so this area will be sectioned next year to see if it is some sort
of kiln.

In 35Z we came down to a great deal ofrough and lumpy gravel and are pretty sure it is
natural. We did, however, notice a dark and earthy circle in 35Z like a pit-fill, so it was
sectioned and produced a shallow pit about i metre in diameter and some 15 cms in
depth with stones at the bottom - perhaps a free-throw? Another pit, by the possible kiln,
containing very black soil, is in the process ofbeing dug - it may appertain to the kiln.
Against the wall ofthe north section in 38Z was a stake-hole filled with charcoal. This
was photographed, put on the plan as sealed by the chalk floor.

Upon cleaning down a section in 28A there was an unexpected band ofmaterial which
might have been an earlier wall, abutting the main flint wall, so we asked a visiting
geologist's opinion, as it was doubtful. After much trowelling and careful examination he
considered it a band ofnatural gravels. Nearby in 29X a large piece ofmortanum was
found. Square 27Y produced three more stake-holes, and under a crushed chalk surface.
This was all recorded on the plans and photographed.

The finds are all washed and bagged, but we must now begin the processing - sorting,
labelling and marking them for expert inspection and writing up - a lengthyjob.
We worked 54 days (mainly Sundays all day) and had 33 different people working on the
site - not including about 20 associated visitors who came and took part, and 6 processing
meetings.
14

We would like to thank Peter Saiway and Roger Goodburn, the Romamst experts, who
visit and advise us from time to time. On October 1 Ith we offered Robin Cloke our
'landlord', an Flonouraiy Membership of SOAG, as a token of thanks in recognition of his
help over the Dig, and without whom we would not be able to work this splendid site.
He is pleased to feel he can now take part in all SOAG affairs and continue his interest in
the Dig.

POTS ANIS POTWASHING
Some pleasant afternoons have been spent at Cyn's on potwashing - a most interesting
exercise, as one has time to look at our finds in some detail

Roman pot comes in assorted types, and a number ofnails as well as pieces of bone,
some butchered, some chewed (perhaps by the dog who left his footmark on a damp
tile?) and occasionally something really interesting like the coins Barbara found in a
hearth on the site.
We have a whole area of rough tile-tesserae - some made of hypocaust tile - in square
42Y and 42Z. Unfortunately they have been thoroughly disturbed - perhaps by the
plough, but provide another piece of evidence of a building of some importance.

Cynthia Graham-Kerr

SOME NOTES ON GATEIIAMPTON
Bill Jackson
The name ofOatehampton has had as many as 14 variations from 1086 to 1307 - starting
with 1086 we have Gadintone or Gadintuna, then changed to Gadhasinton, which
became Gathamtona or Gathamthune in i 181, and also Gathampton. 1216 brought quite
a new version to whit: Sathampron, but in 1219 it reverted to Gathampton. In 1220, and
again in 1308 it had become Gethamptone, but dropped the 'e' back to Gathampton in
1251, or Gethampton in 1270 and again in 1300. But in 1274 speech was a trifle careless
and Geth'ton had to suffice. By 1307 it had changed yet again to Geyhampton and in the
following year of 1307 became grandly, Gattyngton Hill.
The house at the bottom ofthe High Street - now a muddy rutted lane, is still called
Gattendon.
Let us consider origins: 'gate' could be either geat (gate OIS) or gat (goat, OIS) and ton or
tun was a settlement or enclosure. In Domesday 2 estates are mentioned: one held by
Milo Crispin who had other lands in the area, and Brian - so there may well be 2 manors,
as well as some 12 dwellings. There were houses mentioned in the Gatehampton charter
of 1257 in the "Vill" and a "Fulling Mill and ground for Tetering cloths".
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Settlements dating back from 20,000 BC to the Romans and onwards have been traced
and tools found. The Romans, who ferried their horses across the Thames at a ford here
may have had a road at this point from Silchester to St Albans. It is said a villa was
found on Chalkpit Hill.
Hartslock was first mentioned as Locstigle in i i 8 1 - it was i 00 years before any other
lock was noted. This is translated as "Stile by the Lock". Hart is nothing to do with a
deer, the Hurt family owned the woods in 1337.
For further information on nearby Great Chalk Wood - known as Chulcoram and Chilcora
(Chil is Chalk) please see article by Manan Fallowfield in SOAG Bulletin 1993, p 23.

TAPLOW COURT

John Laker
Taplow Court is a large estate containing a large stately house. Amongst others, William
Heniy Grenfell, later Lord Desborugh, lived in the house. The estates ofTaplow Court
and Cliveden both occupy a high chalk ridge that runs for about three miles overlooking
the Thames, opposite Maidenhead town.

Taplow Court has been a most important vantage point for thousands ofyears. There is
an Anglo-Saxon burial mound in which treasures were found. The treasures now lie in
the British Museum. However, the site was used by pre-Roman Iron Age people. The
Romans themselves also had a presence there prior to the Anglo-Saxons.
The first excavation began in 1995 in the back garden ofhouse, next to the churchyard.
This large excavation exposed a substantial medieval chalk wall (1.6 metres thick!) and
the remains of a building that may have been a post medieval workshop utilised by the
5th Earl of Orkney.
Two further trenches were dug during the last couple ofyears. One site was again near to
the churchyard, but on the other side, away from the house, now filled in. A ditch was
found in this 2 metre square hole that contained Bronze Age flints and Bronze and Iron
Age pottery (350 pieces ofpre-bistoric sherds).

The other site is adjacent to the daiiy building' which is close to the pond. The land
slopes down towards the A4 road at this point. Digging here revealed stonework
associated with an i 8th century temple. The temple probably occupied the site prior to
the dairy building's construction (1853). Amongst the pieces oftemple stonework are
Iron Age, Roman, Medieval, Georgian and Victorian finds, but not in any chronological
order. Pieces ofpottery, rooffiles, slates, nails and other pieces ofmetal, glass (mostly
medieval) and ceramics are regularly found. Haifa day's digging can unearth 50 or loo
different interesting pieces!

The dairy building excavations will continue again next year and another site closer to
the house will be opened up at the same time. The current excavations are being directed
by Elias Kupfermann and GeoffFairclough. The author is a trainee assistant excavator.
We are always glad to see visitors and helpers, so keep an eye open for dig dates in 1999.

TILE THATCHED COTTAGE

Repairs to the Dining Room Wall

Cynthia Graham-Kerr
Approach
As part ofthe plaster on the dining-room walls and stairwell in Cyn's cottage had
disintegrated from damp, it was decided to strip them down and see what sort ofa surface
lay beneath.

The house dates back to the mid i 500's and is half-timbered with the brick and flintwork
typical ofthis area, and a thatched roof

Method
The walls were stripped, with a chisel and hammer and fell away easily revealing an
excellent flint and brick walling beneath the plaster - 3 layers and 4 ofpaper! - see Fig

1.

The comer on the north side ofthe east wall at the turn ofthe stair was ofbrick, as is
usual with flintwork which will not make corners, and there were two pieces oftimber in
the east wall, 44 x 5 cm + 13 x 7 cm, - the last partly under remaining plaster - and both
about 27 cm above the stair landing (2 steps up), and 49 cm apart. There was a plug of
wood (end on) about 2 sq cm and 85 cm above the easterly timber. There was also a
small piece ofplanking (8 x i cm) end on at 14 cm from the landing and off-centre from
the other two timbers at 9 cm and 29 cm respectively.

Below these timbers, (which probably were to stabilise the cobbles) the flintwork was
larger and better laid then the area over the left-hand part, further still it was bricked. An
electric switch is sited two bricks up, the bricks appear to be blocking up a window. A
glazed brick showed just below the switch.
There were 8 courses ofthese bricks ending with a black "Atlas" brick under the beam.
The bricks were a mixed and uneven lot, probably collected on site during repairs.
Behind the cable for the switch the original lead trunking for the old cable was visible,
with a neat raised edge, and nailed into the wall. A large piece of stone with chiselmarks liesjust below the nghthand timber, - not a local type of stone.
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The north wall contains a small original window with bricks at its side and we worked
both below it and in a triangle above the stair-rail which passesjust above the window.
This area was very rubbley. Over the window we discovered a lintel of re-used wood,
and it still had a tenon each end of 4 x 4 cm on the left, and 4 x 6 cm on the right (half
broken and bent down).
The lintel itseifwas 138 x 8 cm and uneven. There was another piece ofvery rough
timber below the window sill 37 x 7, and I 8 cm up from the landing.

Both walls were now thy: the wrong sort of plaster had been used. Under the stair we
took off the unslightiy hardboard backing the staircase and found it was nicely stained
and needed no attention. The wall was cleaned of loose plaster, to be repainted.
There is a large modem window in this wall and we have long thought it was the front
door (the cottage was three at one time, one up one down). There appeared beside the
window a splendid door-pier of brick and flint alternating, which proved the front door
theory to be right. This bit will be left exposed.

4..

I.

Materials
Besides timber, brick and flint were the main materials. The bricks were red clay narrow
bricks, 22 x 5 cm, and one or two had some glaze on them (Nettlebed bricks?). The odd
bits oftimber seem to have been shoved in here and there as they became handy. The
stone may be ofthe limestone variety, the surrounding flints were larger on the whole, in
the area ofthe 2 timbers and may have been another phase ofthe building to those above.

In the rubbley triangle above the window there was a piece oftile and a brick I cm
thicker then the others. This could be infili from when the water tank was introduced - it
lies to the right, on the north wall side.
The flints were "tidied up" but had no even surface as in Victorian flintwork. They are
mostly black and grey like our our local ones and probably collected from adjoining
fields.
The layers ofplaster and paper included an unpleasant darkish blue, perhaps the original
surface. Some ofthe plaster contained cow's hair, and before plastering was done the
uneven cobbles had been covered with a daub of what looked like Reading clay and
chopped straw. The clay can be found in the fields. Specimens ofthese materials were
collected, also a nail from the lintel and 2 pieces of hazel-wood (twigs).
A member ofSOAG had a photograph ofthe cottage in the 1950's, which showed the
brick and flint as it was was, unpainted then, on the outside, - otherwise it looked much
the same as now.

THE NAZCA ENIGMA
Denis

Warren

Housed in a museum in Paris is a piece of early Peruvian textile which, although
measuring only 21 '/2" x 21", may one day prove to be ofconsiderable archaeological
importance.
It is claimed to be ofNazca origin, a civilization which existed on the Peruvian coast
between 400 BC and 600 AD. Apart from creating the famous straight lines across the
desert (as highlighted by Eric Von Daniken), these people were accomplished weavers
and therefore, assuming the material was made by them, it must be about 2,000 years old.
My attention was first drawn to its existence by Janet Sharpe who showed me a book
entitled "Textiles ofAncient Peru and their Techniquest' by R d'Harcourt. The book
reproduced a photograph of the piece of cloth together with a description which reads:-

"Complete fabric ofcotton made ofwhite and tobacco brown double weave. One
ofthe faces is enhanced by dots resembling peas embroided in various coloured
wool. According to some Peruvianists this specimen was an Almanac or
Calendar. The design consists of 56 squares set out in seven horizontal bands of
eight squares each.
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The decorative lines inside the squares vary from one band to another except in
the case ofthe sixth which repeats the fourth with the exception ofone detail.
The little square in the lower left comer and to the left ofthe fourth band is
missing in the sixth. In a single band the arrangement, the colour and the number
ofdots vary from one square to another." (Fig i).

.

.
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Fig
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As I found it hard to believe that the great Inca Empire, which succeeded the Nazca could
bave been established and administered without any written language, Janet challenged
me to make something out ofthe patterns woven into the cloth and determine whether
they had any significance or were just a clever abstract design.

A careful study ofthe pattern with a magnifying glass revealed a large number of subtle
variations in the design. (I will not bore you with all the detail here but a complete list of
their dissimilarities has been listed and recorded.)
My analysis of the pattern led me to believe that the design was not the result of some
quirk ofthe weaver but a deliberate attempt to record some specific information. What
could be so important that it necessitated someone taking a great deal oftrouble to record
it? The book suggests that it might be some kind of almanac or calendar. Could this be
the correct interpretation? If so, what could it mean?

As the Sun God was the all important deity to the Incas and., no doubt, to the pre-Inca
cultures, I looked in vain for some connection between the design on the fabric and the
solar system. The Suns passage across the sky is veiy predictable as it (apparently)
travels north to south and back again. A few standing stones, aligned with the mountain
tops to the east, could give a permanent pointer to the equinoxes and the winter and
summer solstices. Consequently, I could not see the need for producing an intricate
record ofits movements. Not could I perceive any connection the Sun could have with
the squares, particularly ifthe number (je 56) had any significance.
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On the other hand the Moon, as seen from the Earth, is quite different in its motion to
that ofthe Sun. Whilst the Sun takes six months to move from its southern maximum
position to its most northerly, the Moon takes only two weeks to travel from one to the
other ofthe extreme positions ofits orbit. Furthermore it has
northern and
southern maximas and also it moves south in the summer and north in the winter.
Perhaps J can illustrate the complexity ofthe Moon's movements by a simple example.
We all know, and early man could bave calculated, that the time lapse between one full
moon and another is 29.5 days. What may not be common knowledge is that the time
taken by the Moon to actually rotate around the Earth is only 27.3 days. The whole thing
is far too much for me, a mere layman, to explain. Even an accomplished astronomer
had trouble trying to visualize all the processes involved:
The sheer unpredictability ofthe Moon's movements must have been very vexing to
ancient peoples and therefore one can appreciate their desire to solve the enigma of lunar
activity.

Now there is one way they could have tackled the prOblem. If, having already established
the movements ofthe Sun they awaited the appearance ofthe full Moon nearest to the
winter solstice and then marked its position with a post. At the next mid-winter full
Moon they would notice that the position ofthe post was slightly out ofaliganient and,
consequently, they would need to insert a second post. The following year, as both posts
were out of alignment they would need to establish a third marker. This activity would
continue until the ninth year when the sighting ofthe Moon would nearly align with the
first post - but not quite.

lfthey continued their observations year by year, inserting posts as they went along, then

on the 56th annual sighting - Hallelujah - a perfect alignment with the first original post.
Probably it would require their descendants to continue with the observations and
establish that this phenomenon repeated itself eveiy 56 years.

In case anyone doubts whether or not such alignment exercises ever took place I would
refer you to some briefextracts I have taken from two books. The first entitled "Th
Ancient Civilizations ofPeru" by J AidenMason(pub 1957) page 87 reads:by the lower middle Mazca river there is a remarkable site known as 'La
Estaqueria', Spanish for 'the place of stakes'. This has been aptly termed a
'wooded Stonehenge' ...... there are twelve rows of 20 posts each with other larger
posts adjacent. They are definitely not Spanish - probably Nazca-Wari but might
be older still.
n.

In absence ofany written records ... we know little about the ancient people of
Peru and their understanding of astronomy. We are only aware of the surprisingly
accurate knowledge of astronomy by the Maya because just only one old book
escaped the holocaust of the Spanish conquest ... it is likely that all higher
cultured peoples of America were better inf6rmed astronomically than. is
generally àredited".
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My second book is entitled "Circles and Standing Stones" by Evan Hadingham page 88.
The author is referring to an archaeological excavation carried out on the entraiice to
Stonehenge.
the excavation revealed a regular pattern of some 40 post holes which coincide
.. . with the calculated position for the mid-winter moonrise. . .the possibility of
the posts being used to support something seems remote. Since roughly six rows
ofposts were present .. this represented six lunar cycles or well over a century of
systematic astronomical work . . . the post holes correspond only to the northern
half of the Moon's nineteen year cycle . Dr Hawkins proposed that three
consecutive cycles, perhaps two periods of nineteen years and only of eight,
would have approximately matched-up the lunar cycle with a tota] of56 solar
years't.
'I

think that the foregoing establishes the significance ofthe magic number 56 and
consequently the cloth appears to be related to the lunar cycle. However, all the
painstaking work that went into plotting the vagaries of the Moon does not, in my opinion
justify producing an intricately designed woven record. There has got to be something
I

more.

Could it be that during their astronomical studies they observed something of vital
importance? Had they made the connection between the motion ofthe Moonand the
periodic "attacks" on their beloved Sun God? Even more, had they found a way of
predicting when these events would happen?
An eclipse ofthe Sun - for that is what we are talking about - particularly a total eclipse,
must have been the most frightening phenomena that a primitive people could encounter.
How powerful then would be the person who could predict such an event!
The problem is - how could they come up with a fairly accurate prediction? A solar
y Moon. Similarly, a lunar eclipse can py
eclipse can pjy occur at the time of the
occur at the time of a Full Moon.
The reason why we do not have an eclipse every month is because the Moons orbit is in a
plane which is at an angle to the Earth. This means that, usually, the Moon's disc will
pass over or under the Sun on one side and miss the Earth's shadow on the other. To
complicate matters still further the size of this disc will vary according to the distance the
Moon is from Earth as it travels along its elliptical orbit.
The result of all this is that

In most years there are two lunar eclipses, but in some years only one or three or
none occur.
2

Solar eclipses occur two to five times per year (five times would be exceptional).
solar eclipses in a century
For the Earth as a whole, the average number

ofi

is 66.
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This means that at Cuzco (Peru) for instance, its inhabitants would experience on average
no more than one total eclipse in three to four centuries.

Ofcourse they would witness many more partial or annular eclipses because they happen
more frequently and can be seen over a greater area ofthe Earth's surface. So, even if the
Temple priests had warned the populace ofan impending disaster and nothing orjust a
partial eclipse occurred, they could claim that, thanks to their timely intervention, the Sun
God had been saved from extinction. Which leave us with the question as to how an
eclipse could be accurately predicted in Ancient times.
During my research for this paper I cane across a John Aubrey who, 300 years ago,
discovered and excavated a number offilled-in holes around Stonehenge. They are 2' to
6 wide and remarkably - 56 ofthem! They formed an accurately measured circle, 288
feet in diameter with a I 6 foot interval between hole centres. A fragment from hole no
32 had been dated to be about 4,000 years old, indicating that their formation was one of
the first to be undertaken by the early astronomers.

2 (above) Earliest known perspective of Stonehenge from a Dutch manuscript, 1574, drawn in ink with watercolor tints.
FIG.

Until recently, no one has been able to make even a tentative guess as to their original
function. Then Gerald S Hawkins, in his book entitled "Stonehenge Decoded", put
forward an ingenious hypothesis. He knew that 56 years was the shortest period in which
the swing of the Moon could a measured, (that is to within an accuracy of 3 days), and
that this 56 lunar year cycle provided the jy method of long-range predictions. He
surmised that the 56 holes could be made to keep track ofthe Moon's movements. In
fact, as it turned out, the holes were able to predict most of the spectacular eclipses of
both the Sun and the Moon.
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He went on to prove that by using 6 stones, (three white and three black), spaced 9, 9, lO,
9, 9, 1 0 Aubrey holes apart, and moving each stone one hole counter clockwise around
the circle, an astonishing power of prediction could be achieved.
I will spare you all the detail involved but to illustrate the modus operandi employed J

quote from this book:-

"When will the Easter, alias the Passover Moon, alias the Spring Moon
(whichever religion you are following) be in danger ofan eclipse? Answer:
When a white stone is at either Aubrey hole No 5 or No 5 1 . Such an eclipse
might not be visible from Stonehenge but one will almost certainly occur".
It would have taken the Ancient observers many centuries, maybe a thousand years, to
record, verify and refine their 56 years predictions to the accuracy ofthe above example.
Whether or not the Aubrey holes at Stonehenge were ever used as a "computer" we will
never know, because no marks or evidence of calendar keeping has even been found. Jt

ofcourse that in our damp climate what evidence there was had rotted away.
However, a most likely scenario is that, after all their hard work, the priest astronomers
did not want the secret oftheir methods known (except perhaps to other priests) and
would have kept any prediclion formulae well out ofsight.
is possible

Which bring me back to the Nazca cloth

that the significance ofthe number ofsquares has been truly established.
Unfortunately, because ofthe short space oftime allotted to me, I was unable to decipher
the minute details contained with the squares. Nevertheless J strongly submit that, in
some way, the different coloured dots represent total, annular and partial eclipses of both
Sun and Moon. Further, that their colour and position within the square denotes the types
of eclipse and when it can be expected.

J think

No doubt the Early Nazca observers were just as keen as anyone else to keep their source
ofpower secret. Being renowned cloth producers, to weave and embroider all their data
into a small piece ofcloth would be a logicai solution to any problem oftransportation or
concealment.
In conclusion, I would like to leave you with this thought.
Could it be that, tucked away in a remote comer of a Parisian Museum is one of the most
spectacular archaeological specimens of Ancient American cultures since the discovery
ofthe Maya Codex?
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FLAG FEN
Two SOAGs visit a Bronze Age/Iron Age Site

John Westwood
From the new industrial estates to the east ofPeterborough a rural lane led us to Flag Fen
The permanent Visitors' Centre is a modem building with shop, tea bar, exhibition, and
(of course) information. It looks out over the lake with its reed mace and waterfowl: the
prehistoric landscape has been recreated, with animals grazing. (See Fig i below).
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In the Bronze Age and Iron Age, this was a human settlement and ritual site that had the
best ofboth worlds: grazing for cattle and sheep in summer, but flooded in winter,
providing fish and waterfowl as a change of diet. Access to much of the area was by
drovers' roads: some date from 2000 BC or earlier.
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Posts in rows a kilometre long, with planks, dating from 1300 BC, led across wetland to
dry land on each side. This causeway or palisade was thus defendable: in the centre, a
vast platform one hectare in area (the size ofWembley stadium!) was occupied by people
living in thatched round huts, who probably practised religious rites. The platform was
all built on piles, at first of alder then later oak, with floors laid on top; these were added
to, giving a fina] thickness of three metres. Crude pottery has been fouixL
After some 400 years, ie about 900 BC, this settlement succumbed tonsing water levels,
but it was still in use as ritual centre when the Romans came: they built the Fen
Causeway over the remains of the old structure. We were shown the line of the Roman
military road, which dates from AD 61 when the revolt ofBoudicca was suppressed.
The Flag Fen site was discovered in 1982; the causeway posts came to light while the
foundations for the new electricity power station nearby were being excavated.
Flag Fen is now very well organised for visitors. A noisy but enthusiastic school party
from Huntingdon was there when we arrived. Our small party was conducted efficiently
round the site by combat-trousered Michael, with orange hair, and rings in his nose, lip,
and ear. Perhaps only 1% ofthe whole site has so far been excavated archaeological]y,
but from that fraction over 80,000 items of wood, pottery, and metal have been
catalogued. Dendrochronology ai4radiocarbon dating confinn that the timbers from the
deepest layers are 3,400 years old. Pottery came a little later.

Specimens oftìmber have been preserved by replacing part ofthe water content with
polyethelene glycol (PEG): then, freeze drying removes the rest ofthe water. Now light
in colour, they are preserved for museum showing. Some ofthe pointed piles, about four
metres long, had square mortises neatly cut in them near the ends. How they were driven
in is uncertain.

Oak was split skilfully to make planks. Alder and poplar were used for the huts, and for
making tools. On one side ofthe platform, evidently thrown ritually into the water as
conspicuous-wealth' sacrifices, the archaeologists have found hundreds ofmetal objects:
swords, helmets, daggers. Also found were unused stone querns and other objects of
value. Elsewhere were numerous flint tools and arrow heads, metalworking tools, shale
bracelets, and brooches. Early Iron Age bronze shears, complete in a neat ash wood case,
can be seen, together with other domestic appliances. (See Fig 2).
Michael explained how the present ground leve] is two metres lower then it was in I 000
AD, although the floods of 1947 came as high as that original level temporarily. The
lake and dykes have been replanted realistically with what was there iii the Bronze Age:
bull rush, but reed, soft rush, common reed, yellow flag, water plantain, water violet,
purple loosestrife, bog bean, and devils bit scabious.
We watched the current work, where Carl and Ross, young archaeologists, were
carefully exploring prehistoric timbers in black wet sludge, using their fingers (not
trowels). Bones ofcow, red deer and dog have been found beetles and pollen are
studied.
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In one of the permanent buildings, a large area of piles and remains of planks and
diagonal framing can be seen in situ, with the air and humidity controlled for
preservatioft
We saw how the Roman road was built on criss-cross brushwood overlaid with gravel,
with slabs ofstone in places.

Bronze Shears and their
Ash Wood Case, dating
from the Early Iron Age
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The later history ofthe site is that ofthe Fens generally. In the 17th century, the
'Adventurers' (speculative businessmen) converted what had been Britain's largest
wetland into farming land, by making the long straight drains we see today. (The earlier
dykes were not straight.) But as the soi] driçd out it dropped below sea level. Pumps bad
to be employed, using windmills at first, then (from the 1820's) steam pumps, and now still with eternal vigilance to guard against flooding - electric and diesel pumps.
The foregoing notes are based only on a briefvisit in July 1998. More technical details
are in Flag Fen literature, and in the special section in 'Antiquity', Vol 66, No 251, June
1992, which also lists a bibliography. The postal address is: Flag Fen Bronze Age
Excavation, Fourth Drove, Fengate, Peterborough PEI 5UR; telephone 01 733 3134114,
fax01733 349957.
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TRACING GRIMSDITCH

Pat Preece
Grimsditch is a name that is applied to various earthworks in Berkshire, Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire but the one that is well known locally stretches from the main road at
Newnham going straight across country to Nuffield and now forming part of the
Ridgeway. It is a beautiful walk with lovely views and is particularly lovely at bluebell
time. There are impressive banks and ditches on this stretch and it is amazing that it
could have been constructed with the pntnitive tools available at that time.
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It gets is name from Grim, that is, originally a name for Woden,, according to Margaret
Gelling1 later it probably came to mean the devil or demon. The Anglo-Saxons gave it
this name as they did not understand who could have built it. It is pre-Roman, probably
Jron Age, and thought to have been a boundary between territories2.
:

In an Anglo-Saxon charter for the Mongewell area ofthe 10th century there is mention of
a 'dyke' north ofNewnham3 - could this be the Gnmsditch? Grundy does not think so but
he could be wrong! The next mention is found in I I 8 1 in the Goring Charters when
Henry II gave lands including a field flying in front ofNuffield church towards the old
ditch' (una cultura que iacet ante ecciesiam de Toiled usque ad vetus fossatum. )4 This
is at the end ofthe obvious stretch ofthe earthwork. De Plot referred to it in 1677,
particularly the Nuffield end 'where it appears doüble with a deep trench between'.
..

.

When Mary Kift, Manan Fallowfield and 1 were looking at the map of Highmoor district
we were intrigued by the Highmoor Trench and wondered whether a connection between
the Grims Ditch at Nuffield and the Trench could be found. We therefore set out to
investigate this with the aid of maps and by looking at the countryside for clues.
Just beyond the Nuffield end of the Dyke by Timbers Farm there was a possible right
angle extension marked on the I :25000 SU68178 Ordnance Survey map that we used
throughout our investigations. However, by peering over hedges, we could find no trace
at this fai-im We stopped on the road from Scots Farm,, Clieckendon to Nuffie]d and
looked on both sides of the road and there was a considerable bank to be found which is
marked with hachures on the O\S map. We then went to Nuffield and walked along a
track, we crossed the line on the map marked on 'Grim.s Ditch course of and looking
across the field at the point marked (J) Isee sketch map] we saw a dip in the held on the
line ofthe course'. Then turning left offthe lane and alongside the golfcourse at (11)
there is a definite hollow again in the field by Heycroft Shaw. This piece of woodland
surrounds a field called Heycroft and according to Gelling the name dates from the 13th
century6. As can be seen from the map the site ofthe earthwork takes another turn to the
east and runs along the northern border ofthe wood. On the edge ofHeycrofi Shaw (ifi)
there is an impressive bank and ditch, again marked by hachuring.
The line ofthe dyke crosses a field (TV) where again there is a noticeable dip. Then we
crossed a hedge and on the other side there was a field which seems to have been
meadowland for a long period with good sized ant hills which are supposed to indicate
old pasture. Parallel with the path here there is a marked bank and ditch - marked on the
sketch map as (V) and indicated on the OIS map. The Grimsditch now passes through
Haydens Farm. This takes its name from Heydon first mentioned in Inquisitions Post
Mortem of I 274 and Gelling says it was probably Anglo-Saxon for Hayhill.
Beyond the farm we found that the Grimsditch is delineated by an undulation in an arable
field (VT). There is a small wood in the middle ofthis large field which we have not
investigated - there is a limit to the trespassing one can dot Beyond this (VII) there is a
dip in the field which, with the eye of faith, can be said to be present, although not
marked. The ditch, we think) now runs along the edge ofBiack Wood and Swan Wood,
and while there is a woodland bank, it cannot be said to be obvious.
Grimsditch now crosses the road and we come to the Highmoor Trench which although
partly affected by the ruins of wartime buildings, nevertheless in places has a
considerable bank and ditch.
This is as far as we have got. There is a reference in Bakers 'Ipsden Country' to the
earthwork continuing across country and even going through Lambridge Wood at
Rotherfield Greys, where there certainly is a noticeable bank and is marked on the OIS
map. According to him, it then reaches Henley. In Emily Cleminson's Guide7 there is a
reference to 'Grymes Dyke' which apparently followed New Street to the river. If this
was continuous it must have been an impressive barrier.
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WOAD
(To the tune of "Men of Harlech")
What's the use ofwearing braces
Vests and pants and boots with laces
Spats and hats you buy in places
Down il) Broinpton Road?
What's the use of shirts of cotton
Studs that aiways get forgotten
These affairs are simp'e rotten

Better far is Woad..
Woad's the stuifto show, men
Woad to scare the foeinen
Boil it to
A brilliant blue
And rub it on your back and your abdomen
Ancient Briton
Never hit on
Anything as good as Woad to fit on
Neckor knees or where you sit on
Tailors, you be blowed.

''

Romans carne across the Cbannd
All wrappedup1n tin and flannel
Half a pint of Woad per man'II
Dress us more than these
Saxons, you can waste your stitches
Building beds for bugs in breeches
We have Woad to clothe us, which is
Not a nest for fleas.

Romans, keep your arniours
Saxons, your pyjamas Hairy coats
Were made for goats
Gorilles, yaks, retriever dogs and llamas
Tramp up Snowdon
With our Woad on
Never mind if we get rained or blowed on,
Never need a button sewed on
Go it - Ancient B's
(Guide Campfire Song)
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ONE ROAD THREE NAMES

Mary Kift
There was a way between the Cbiltern Hills and the Thames which was once an
important coimrnmication link. It can still be travelled today. lt starts froni lpsde.n Heath
and goes down to the river at North Stoke with its mill and ferry in almost a straight line
ofsome four mijes. In its middle and lower regions it is now a minor road whilst up in
the higher ground it is still a lane. In the course of its journey from the hills into the
Thames Valley the way once liad three names, each referring to a different section.
At the bottom ofBenns Hill beside Well Place (OSSU 6878 648854) a modern signpost
reads Urqharts Lane This marks the start ofail that remains ofthe oiginaJ old track lt
leads eastward going gently uphill to ]Ipsden Heathî Whoni Urqbart was is unknown but
in I 668 this old track was referred to as Ailnats or Alinuts lane. lt seems that the Alinats
were a local family, for in 1559 Edward Allnat was ajuror. Froni then on the family is
recordedin 1617 and again in 1685.

Heaths were evident in Anglo-Saxon tintes and were referred to as haedh or hoedhor in
Old English the ae and oe being diphthongs. The first mention oflpsden Heath is in I 465
when the Manor of Epsidene had a heath and fritze land (MS CH Oxon 236 Bod. Lib.).
The land was evidently able to support numbers ofsheep as the following shows. In
1587 John Lydall sued Henry Creswell, alias Smith., for dogs biting his sheep on
Ippesdene Heath. The defendant was acquitted alleging that Cresswell lad pastured 120
sheep on the Heath when he was only entitled to graze thirty.

Turning one's back to the old track and heading westward towards the Thames the way
becomes part of the road from Bering Hill to the valley. It heads towards Ipsden church
and in I 685 this part was known as Jpsden Church Way. lt was still called lpsden Clmrcb
road on the Tithe Award map of 1848. Beyond St Mary's the name changed yet again
when it became the Clay Way as early as I 406. Here it was used by carts bringing clay to
a brick kiln which once stood close to the White House pub, closed in 1997. This kiln is
marked on the Tithe Award nap.
One cannot look into the history of this old track without mentioning the hedges present
in Urqharts Lane. Hedge dating on the south side resulted in an overall average of 7+
species. That on the north was a little less being 6+ indicating that the old way was in
use for several hundred years
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Pat Preece
Many of you must have passed the Allnutt charity and some of you possibly know people
living i the almshouses there.
The Atinutt charity was founded by Henry Alinutt ofthe Middle Temple. He was
thought to have been born at Thstone and was buried there. lt is believed lie was born in
1642 or 43 and entered Queens College, Oxford at the age of 19 and there studied law1.
Afterwards he lived at Cassington in Buckinghamshire having apparently done well as a
lawyer. He was said to have inherited lands in Goring from his father. In 1679 the
manor of Goring with woodlands was sold by Thomas Stoner to Henry Alinutt, the father
ofour Heniy2.

When Henry was making lus
he at first thought he would endow a hospital or
Almshouse for some 'decayed tradesmen' at Cassington. Ilowever for some reason his
nephew objected to this - possibly because he thought the money ought to come to hitn
So on his death iii I 724 lie Jefi the bulk ofliis fortune and lands to found an almshouse
for 12 poor raen with a chaplain and a school with a master and a fund for apprenticing
local children at Goring Heath3
wille,

The other bequests were, a fund offlOO per annum for the discharging of'poor prisoners

of debt from Marshalsea prison', and to Richard Weller described as a 'woodman of

Goring' the sum of2O and all his clothes. Richard was to continue to inhabit his house
rent free until he could no longer perform bis duties, wben he should have preference
over all others for a place in the almshouse. Apart from the charities this was the only
bequest to an actual person and it seems likely that there must bave been sonie forni of
rapport between them - probably a love of the woods. No trace can be found of Richard
Weller ever having been admitted to the Almsbouse nor bis burial., so possibly lie left the
district

The twelve men to be chosen for the altushouse were to be - six from Goring two from
Cassington, one from South Stoke and one freni the parish ofThstone and two from
Checkendon.. The poor children to be educated and clothed were to be from the same
parishes. When they were old enough to be apprenticed they were each to bave Li O to
pay for their apprenticeship and clothes.

His executorRicliard Clements erected the almshouse in I 726. lt was built, as can now
been seen around a quadrangle and then had 'cells' for 12 almsmen and a ball for worship
to be conducted by one ofthe alnismen. TlieAhnsmen were tohave £12 annually paid
'unto each of them. quarterly', and they were to be nominated to Allnutts executor by the
churcbwardens and overseers ofthe poor ofeach parish The almsmen were to stay for
hfe unless discharged 'fOr any misdem.eanoür committed'.
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John Baker ofBtomley in Kent in his will of 1824 left money to his wife for her lifetime
and after her death bequeathed to the alinshouses at Goring Heath, the interest offl200
stock This was to provide £10 annually for the chaplain, each almsman was to receive
£2 per annum and the nurse to have £2 per year. Jt is believed that his brother Robert
also left a legacy which was combined as the John and Robert Baker Charity.
The register ofAlmsnien started in August 1 742 and at that time there was a resident
nurse aúd a chaplain who was also the schoolmaster. The chaplain was appointed on the
consecration of the chapel in I 724 and the first one continued until J 785 - 61 years! His
name was the Revd Coventry Lichfteld and he was also the vicar of South Stoke. The
chaplain's house was also built in 1724 and was used as the schooi. A number of the
boys were to be educated in his house, the number varying according to the income of the
charity. They were to be chosen from the same parishes as the almsmen and were to be
between the ages ofnine and twelve years. At the beginning the number ofboys was 12
and soon increased to 27. Later on boys were admitted on payment of fees but at what
time this happened and for how long it not known. Girls were admitted when Marshalsea
ceased to exist and the funds available froni that, were used to found a girls' school in
j 833 'to release poor girls from the prison ofignorance'. The first known mistress of this
school was a Sarah Brinn in 1835. In 1894 the school became a mixed school and now

noJongerxists.
No record seems to have been kept of where the children were housed, who caine from a
distance, and bow much instruction they receivecL lt seems that shortly after the
foundation the school was transferred to the committee room and then to the council
room. The latter was 19 foot by I 7 foot and 9 foot high aiid appaientJy was badly lighted
and ill ventilated, particularly when the number of children increased. li seems that the
original floor ofthese rooms was ofstone, but later was boarded.. Things improved later,
because in 1877 the Trustees were authorised to spend £1265 to build a new school to
provide accommodation for 75 boys and a bouse for the headmaster. They were also to
spend £365 on alterations to existing buildings for the girls. The school was later to
become a government funded school.
The almshouse had its nurse and the first nurse mentioned was in 1742, her name was
Mary Newall and she was followed by many others over the years. The nurses looked
after the 12 men, as laid out in the wilL Looking through the list of man, sorne of them
must have lived to a good age as they were resident for over 20 years5. They possibly
lived longer than they would in the outside world as they were looked after, fed better
and had warmth and comfort. In the accounts ofthe charity every year there were items
of firewood for the inmates:- 6'To 900 bavens (sic) for almsmen'. Bavins were large
faggots. Logs and furze faggots were supplied. The furze faggots would probably have
been used to light the fires.

Married couples were admitted first in 1881 and after that the majority were married. In
I 922 there was a child who was allowed to live there. Mr and Mrs Pitt were admitted in
1921. He died a year after and so did his daughter, leaving her daughter, Maisie, aged 9..
The trustees permitted her to live with her grandmother7.

In an oral history, Maisie described life in the alms houses then Rent was charged at 10s
a week for couples and 5s for a single person. Everybody was expected to work if able'
and Maisie's grandmother used to help the nurse looking after the sick Each house had
one bedroou and a small kitchen with a coal shed and a woodpile. Some coai and three
loads of wood were delivered to each occupant who had to chop the wood and pump
water if capable. Tbe patch of cobbles outside had to be kept free of weeds Maisie was
given many tasks fetching and canying for the elderly inhabitants and also for the vicar
wbo was blind. Th winter they al] liad to be in by 8pm and in summer by 9pm. The
charity provided Maisie with new clothes every Easter and she went to the school
attached to the charity.

The charity was supported for 2.0 years by various properties These included some
farms and land and the woods ça]led Bensgrove wood, Common wood Birch coppice,
Lackmore wood, Oakwood, Little Oakwood, Hawbill wood and Chalkwood. Most of
these have been sold.
The charity continues providing homes for the elderly and comfort and company to the
lonely.
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Group of almsmen with nurse,showing Samuel Paddick,on left of picture,
who was in the almshouse from 1893-1909.
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PLOUGHWASH
SOAG goes East
Jenny Adcock has joined the Local History Society in Oman (there being no
Archaeological one) and they were taken to see the new mosque wliicb the Sultan is
having built. To quote from her letter: "Iii size it somewhat rivaLs St Paul's CathedraL
Craftsmen have been brought from Jndia to carve wood and marble (from Italy) screens
and panels, ceramics are frotu Tian and crystal chandeliers from Austha. There is a
courtyard paved with marble where 6,000 men. pray, (they Just remembered to build a
prayer-ball for womei tool>. The eioisters bave carved wood ceilmg and the central
dorne, which is 90m high is coveted in gold. Much of the design is traditional and quite
beautiful lt will be interesting to see it again, when it's completed (2-3 years?) with
acres of gärdens and pool&"

Gatehampton
Bill Jackson is compiling a folio ofmaps oftbe field-names aad auy other information
about Gateliampton. Tfanyone bao]dniaps with thelield-na.mes thereon, or anything
information about the fulling mill which used to be by the river, please let us. know. This
history ofthe settlement Mound the site is ofgreat importance and as the time to write it
up draws nearer any interesting bits of knowledge should be incorporated, and will be
welcomed by the site Steering Committee.
A Royal Visitor

From A New British Traveller.. or Modeta Panorama of England and Wales published in
3 volumes by J Robins & Co., London in I 81 9 "At Callens-End (now Collins End - Ed)
between Mapledurham. and Whitchurch, is a small public-house, once renowned by the
presence of Chanes T who, wlìi]e 1e was at Caversham Lodge, rode this way., under the
escort of a troop of horse.. Bowls were then a fashionable aniusetnent; this inn possessed
a bowling green and theKingis said tobave amusedbimseifwith the exercise of the
place. A portrait ofthe woman who then kept the house, is still ptesetved" This inn is
110w known as the "King Charles Bead".

SOAG goes South

John Westwood spend four weeks in New Zealand - mainly to attend
meetings of the four veiy remote Meccano clubs there; but 1e wasinterested to see the
continuity ofthe traditional arts and language ofthe Maoris, who two centuries ago were
still cannibal Stone Age people. One cliielìain murdered and ate his opponent and then
married his widow, in order to pass on the deceased's genetic characteristics.
In. late 1998, SOAG
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For weapoiîs, the Maoris valued the greenstone,. in th.ct aephrite or jade found on the west
cost ofßouth JsiaTxL Tn lier collection, Margaret Westwood treasures a finely worked
Maori greenstone axe-head The Eutopean newcomers to New Zealand, in Maori the
'pakeba', iow mine greenstone for sale as jeweiJery.
As Jolui passed through the suburbs of Auckland, he noticed a park on a conical hilt with
ridges round it just like our BJewberry Hill. Yes., lie was told, this was an oid 'pa or
Maori fortified bill. In other words (wait for it) a pre-pakeha pa

Romans, Romans everywhere
Did you see the pictute of the Channel Tunnel Railway Link site at Thurnliam. neat
Maidstone, Kent? It was in the Sunday Telegrapb and showed a scissor blade exactly
like ours, a Constantine coin catty C4 (we have sonic) and the piece of pot being handed
to Graham Keevii (the site director) ioolcsjust like our "fruit-bowl" pieces. (Maiy of you
will renietnbet Grahams lecture on. pottery.) Perhaps the site is the sanie eta as ours - we
shall see., but they have not found a ring yet! The site is being dug by the Qxford
Archaeological Unit.
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i
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7.00 Books & Publications
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I Si
.
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2.50
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25.77
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160.00

725.71

Balance sheet as at 28th February 1998
1,010.42 Bank Deposit Account
56.94 Bank Current Account

i ,067.36

50.00 Hall Hire
48.80 Drinks

98.80

John Gibbs
Honorary Treasurer
20th March 1998

i ,005.85

77.07
40.98

118.05

Accumulated Fund B/Fwd
Less Defecit for Year
Reserve for Computer
Creditors
Fees in Advance

i ,06736

63.00 Party Tickets
18.00 Raffle Proceeds
81.00
(17.80) Surplus

63.20

676.36
(160.00)
516.36
130.00
359.49
0.00

i ,005.85

i 29.00

22.49
151.49
33.44
184.93
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